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Contemplation of university sports venue construction in China under the new situation
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Abstract: With the constant increase of education funds input by the state, the number of university venues built is 

constantly increasing as well, but in the process of construction, universally there were a lot of problems, such as 

that the constructor was unclear about venue function orientation, one-sidedly valued the appearance, that the de-

signer applied construction standards in a rigid and mechanical way, neglecting sports usage functions, and that the 

administrator and the user seldom had the right to speak before the venue was built. On the basis of analyzing the 

current situation of university venue construction and rethinking the said problems, the author put forward that un-

der the new situation, the orientation of university venue construction should be changed from “game type”, “luxury 

type”, “pollution type” to “utility type”, “economic type”, “environment protection type”, a benign interaction 

mechanism should be formed between the decision maker, the designer, the administrator and the user, so as to im-

prove sports building workmanship, and to increase the floor area ratio of sports fields, thus to better meet the need 

of development of school physical education and national fitness. 
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